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Making a deal registration 
program successful is really a 
matter of aligning the capabilities 
and interests of all of the involved 
parties with program details. 
Spend some time figuring out 
the sequence of the registration 
process.
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Most organizations selling through the channel do not 
have a deal registration program. Whether you already 
have one or you don’t but are considering one, this article 
is written for you. Across multiple organizations, regions 
and verticals, we have consistently observed that vendors 
with successful deal registration pay close attention to a 
few key elements. In this article, I will summarize the three 
core elements that a deal registration program must be 
designed around to deliver for success.

“

“
Let’s focus on the core factors of deal registration that need to be 
thought through and protected
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Before we begin though, let’s discuss what a deal 
registration program is for. Typically, a deal registration 
program is rolled out to ensure that a specific partner 
who is selling to the end customer—and has put in a lot 
of effort in building that opportunity to near-closure—
doesn’t lose the sale at the last minute to another partner 
who walks in and scoops up the deal with lower pricing 
or via some other mechanism. A deal registration 
program is also designed to protect channel partners 
from competition with the vendor’s direct sales force in 
cases where the vendor organization combines direct and 
indirect sales in its go-to-market model.

Now with the basics of deal registration program behind 
us, let’s focus on the core factors that need to be thought 
through and protected:

1.  Begin with the partner in mind –
It is useless to have a deal registration program 
that in the end doesn’t make the partner win. Many 
organizations roll out a deal registration program just 
for the sake of having one, but then they fail to think 
through how a partner’s business needs should be 
protected. For example, the protection might extend 
beyond simply protecting the deal to providing a 
higher margin, if a partner is able to attach other 
products and services. The entire focus for your deal 
registration program should be on protecting your 
partners’ investment and increasing their profitability. 
This focus is critical for a successful deal registration 
program.

2.  The end user’s needs always come up in the end – 
In addition to designing your deal registration program 
with your partner’s business interest in mind, you also 
must make sure the program creates value for the 
end-customer who is ultimately going to carry out the 
transaction. When you lock out a deal on behalf of a 
specific partner, you need to make sure through the 
deal qualification and registration process that the 

partner is actually qualified and has the capabilities 
to truly satisfy the end user’s needs around your 
products and services.

If your deal registration program blocks other qualified 
partners out, but ends up selecting a less-capable 
partner, the result may be end-user dissatisfaction 
and even loss of the sale. This registering a deal 
scenario is tricky to manage, and it must be handled 
carefully by the vendor, who will need to have a 
good understanding of the capabilities of individual 
partners.

3.  You need to make money too –
The entire reason for you to put a deal registration 
program in place is to sell more through a broadly 
distributed channel in the most effective way. 
While you have to think through the needs of your 
partners and end-users, you also have to be certain 
the deal registration program protects those partners 
who are most vested with you. Providing preferential 
treatment to partners that are more inclined to 
support your business goals is not only ethical but also 
makes common business sense. The key here is to be 
transparent about it by clearly stating the criteria you 
use for providing protection to a certain partner over 
another. If you follow these guidelines, however, you 
will see magic happen in your channel.

As you can see from this outline, registering a deal is not 
rocket science and designing an effective deal registration 
program is no big mystery. Making a deal registration 
program successful is really a matter of aligning the 
capabilities and interests of all of the involved parties 
with program details. Spend some time figuring out the 
sequence of the registration process. Identify priorities 
and pay attention to nuances in each area of the program 
to make sure you put the partner first, carefully consider 
the needs of the end-user and protect your own business 
interests.
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